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Blizzard Lighting – Cooler by Design! Blizzard Lighting is a US developer and
manufacturer of LED lighting products for production, entertainment, theater, house of
worship, and architectural market. Offering a complete line of stationary and moving
head fixtures along with effects and controllers. Very high-end performance at very
affordable prices. New England and Upstate NY.
Eastern Acoustic Works – Since 1978, Eastern Acoustic Works has built a global
brand on a foundation of consistent and world leading technology and innovation. With
well over 100 models in more than a dozen application-specific series, EAW proudly
provides loudspeakers for audio pros to optimize each sound in both permanent
installation and mobile production. EAW also develops software products that let users
design arrays and model the results as well as programs that control DSP in EAW signal
processors and onboard NT processors. Its proprietary technology in every piece of
hardware and software produced deliver precision sound in all environments: stadiums,
churches…eliminating anomalies in a loudspeaker’s time domain. The new EAW is driven
by passion for the industry and commitment to customers. New England and Upstate
NY.
K&M - The finest in German made stands and accessories for stage, studio and
installation. K&M Stands are distinguished by innovative design, functionality and
durability. New England.

Mogami Cable – The most respected cable for electric guitar, acoustic guitar, bass
guitar and cable for Keyboards and Pedals. Mogami also makes microphone cables for
live stage performances and studio recordings as well as cables for powered speakers,
DJ equipment, Headphones and iPod®/MP3 players. New England and Upstate NY.
MXL Microphones – MXL Microphones has for over 30 years been in the business of
producing high-quality studio microphones that deliver amazing sound performance and
cover a diverse range of musical applications. Whether it's recording intimate vocals,
tracking loud screaming guitars, or live-miking horns and percussion, MXL will have the
right microphone for the job. Our selection of mics range from traditional vintage-style
tube microphones, to multi-pattern condenser mics, to live stage dynamic mics,
instrument mics, and ribbon mics as well. New England and Upstate NY.
Pelican Cases – Built To Protect. Quite simply, the finest cases in the world. Made in
America, Pelican cases are unconditionally guaranteed for life. Including Pelican Air
cases, Pelican Storm cases, Pelican-Hardigg Roto-Pack, and coolers as well as flashlights
to remote area lighting. New England and Upstate NY.
Powersoft Amps - Powersoft, the world leader in lightweight and energy efficient
amplifier platforms. Since 1995 Powersoft has been developing breakthrough
technologies that have changed the landscape of professional audio offering solutions for
corporate, HOW, venues, touring and retail. New England.
ZOOM - Zoom Corporation has been equipping creators around the world with
innovative yet affordable audio equipment. No matter if you’re a classically-trained
pianist or a run-and-gun filmmaker, Zoom’s wide array of recording devices, multieffects processors, effects pedals, drum machines and samplers is sure to have
something that fits your gear bag and your budget. New England.

